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Abstract: This paper presents a review of the development of optical fibers made of multiple materials,
particularly including silica glass, soft glass, polymers, hydrogels, biomaterials, Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), and Polyperfluoro-Butenylvinyleth (CYTOP). The properties of the materials are discussed
according to their various applications. Typical fabrication techniques for specialty optical fibers
based on these materials are introduced, which are mainly focused on extrusion, drilling, and stacking
methods depending on the materials’ thermal properties. Microstructures render multiple functions
of optical fibers and bring more flexibility in fiber design and device fabrication. In particular,
micro-structured optical fibers made from different types of materials are reviewed. The sensing
capability of optical fibers enables smart monitoring. Widely used techniques to develop fiber
sensors, i.e., fiber Bragg grating and interferometry, are discussed in terms of sensing principles and
fabrication methods. Lastly, sensing applications in oil/gas, optofluidics, and particularly healthcare
monitoring using specialty optical fibers are demonstrated. In comparison with conventional
silica-glass single-mode fiber, state-of-the-art specialty optical fibers provide promising prospects in
sensing applications due to flexible choices in materials and microstructures.
Keywords: specialty optical fibers; multi-materials; polymer optical fibers; soft-glass fibers; fiber
Bragg grating; fiber sensors

1. Introduction
The advent of optical fibers with ultralow transmission loss (i.e., <0.18 dB/km) has enabled optical
communication to develop rapidly and to connect the whole world with high-capacity networks.
The key transmission medium that has played the most important role in this revolution is the
single-mode fiber (SMF), which is made of silica glass and composed of a classic core and cladding.
Basically, the refractive index of the core is slightly higher than that of the cladding, and light
propagation obeys the principle of total internal reflection. To obtain such a fiber, an MCVD (Modified
Chemical Vapor Deposition) process is needed to produce a preform containing the core and cladding
at large scale, typically tens of mm in diameter and a few meters long. The fiber, with a diameter of
125 µm, is pulled from the preform, maintaining the diameter ratio of core to cladding. This type of
fiber, called conventional SMF, has been widely used in communication systems and for sensing as
well. The most common sensor configuration is based on the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and is obtained
by inducing a periodic index modulation in the core along the fiber using a UV laser [1]. Basically,
when the FBG is subject to any perturbations of temperature, tensile strain, pressure, torsion, or other
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parameters, the effective index of the fundamental mode in the core as well as the grating pitch will
show corresponding changes, enabling the FBG to sense these physical parameters [2].
Besides
silica glass materials, other thermally drawable materials have been proposed
and
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Figure 1. Summary of typical materials and functions for conventional SMF, polymer optical fibers,
and multi-material fibers.
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This paper provides a comprehensive review of the development of state-of-the-art optical fibers
based on various materials, including silica glass and polymers. Section 2 presents typical materials
used for specialty optical fibers as well as fabrication methods, followed by the introduction of
microstructures to the fiber in Section 3. Section 4 describes the widely used techniques for fiber
sensor development, including the principle and fabrication of the fiber Bragg grating. Section 5
presents interferometric sensing techniques. In Section 6, sensing applications based on specialty
optical fibers are presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn, and some prospects for multi-material
fibers are presented.
2. Materials and Fabrication Methods
2.1. Silica Glass-Based Fibers
Silica glass has been used to fabricate SMFs or multimode fibers (MMFs) in the preform-drawing
process. First, a preform is produced using MCVD technology, focusing on the deposition of core
materials, e.g., silica doped with germanium, ytterbium, erbium, bismuth, and so forth. Germanium
dopant is very common because it can increase the refractive index of the core region. Due to
the presence of Ge, the fiber is photosensitive to UV light, enabling it to be inscribed with Bragg
gratings [17]. Different dopants in the core lead to various applications. For example, ytterbium and
erbium are used to enable emissions to be excited by pumping light, which is used for fiber lasers
and amplifiers. Similarly, thulium is introduced to scale up the power of a fiber laser as well as the
lasing wavelength [18]. To develop high-power fiber lasers, the challenging issue is to increase the
lasing power by doping higher concentrations of active materials, but at the same time reducing photo
quenching and nonlinear effects to their lowest possible levels. When the dopant concentration is
increased, the molecules tend to cluster, affecting the absorption efficiency of pumping light. To reduce
cluster formation, aluminum and phosphorus are used [19]. Aluminosilicate or phosphosilicate fibers
are two common substrates for heavy dopants because Al or P can increase core solubility during
preform fabrication. By using such a strategy, Ramírez-Martínez et al. demonstrated that a heavy Tm
concentration of ~5.6 wt% can be doped uniformly into the core and incorporated with high Al2 O3 as
well, leading to a high slope efficiency of >70% [20].
Apart from doping active ions into the fiber core to develop high power fiber lasers,
micro-structured optical fiber (MOF) is another type of specialty optical fiber that can be fabricated
using only a single material like silica glass. Typically, MOFs rely more on microstructures that
introduce functions to the fiber rather than on the materials used. Photonic crystal fiber (PCF), one
famous kind of MOF, is such an optical fiber that has air holes arranged in a hexagonal or square lattice
along the fiber length [21]. Basically, PCF is made of pure silica glass, and the light guidance obeys
two new mechanisms: modified TIR (M-TIR) and photonic bandgap (PBG). A detailed description of
micro-structured fibers is presented in Section 3.
The drawing temperature of conventional silica glass is around 2000 ◦ C. The softening temperature
of silica glass is around 1600 ◦ C. As the temperature keeps increasing, the glass materials start to melt
until they can be pulled by external force. A capstan is used to pull the fiber with a certain tension,
which is determined by drawing speed and temperature. One key parameter to be controlled is the
viscosity of the silica glass. Because air holes exist in MOFs, the drawing temperature is lower than
with all-solid silica fibers. The relatively lower temperature, typically about 1900 ◦ C, serves to maintain
the air-hole structure during the drawing process [22]. This rule is applicable to all types of MOFs
made of various materials, e.g., polymers or soft-glass materials.
2.2. Soft Glass-Based Fibers
Soft glass is a group of materials that have lower melting temperature than conventional silica
glass. Typically, the drawing temperature of soft glass varies from 200 ◦ C to 1000 ◦ C, depending on
the constituent materials. Chalcogenide glasses (e.g., As2 S3 [23] and As2 Se3 [24]) are commonly used
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because they can be easily incorporated with other components like Ge, Sn, Te, and other semiconductor
materials. The greatest benefit of using chalcogenide glass materials is the ability to transmit in the
mid-IR region covering a range from ~2 µm to ~14 µm. Within this IR regime, this type of fiber can be a
good platform for biomedical and industrial applications. Due to the high nonlinearity of chalcogenide
glass, this type of fiber is widely used to generate a supercontinuum. With a step-index structure where
the core and cladding have slightly different constituents, the broadband light generated can range
from 1.5 µm to 14 µm [25]. The core is made of Ge20 As20 Se15 Te45 , and the cladding is Ge20 As20 Se17 Te43 .
To make a preform of this fiber, the extrusion method is used because the material has lower melting
temperature. Moreover, the same group also reported the MIR supercontinuum covering from 2–16 µm
in a low-loss tellurite SMF, which is the broadest supercontinuum generation reported in the normal
dispersion regime [9].
Because soft glass is more flexible than silica glass, typically with a Young’s modulus of
10–20 GPa [26], it can be used for biomedical sensing applications as well. Biochemical analysis
is a very promising application of chalcogenide optical fibers [8,27,28]. The absorption peaks of the
biomedical molecules normally appear in the mid-IR regime. The chalcogenide fibers can support this
wavelength band with very low attenuation. Some FBGs have been inscribed on chalcogenide fibers to
develop grating-based devices, including sensors. Unlike FBGs written on silica-glass fibers using
core photosensitivity only, the core and cladding of chalcogenide fibers are both sensitive to 633 nm
laser light [23,29]. The grating form is different as well, meaning that refractive index modulation
is induced in both core and cladding. In addition to all-solid chalcogenide fibers, micro-structured
optical fibers can be fabricated, e.g., PCFs. To introduce microstructures into the fiber, normally the
drilling method is used [30]. This is the most straightforward approach to obtain the desired structure.
However, during the drawing process for chalcogenide PCF, the temperature must be controlled more
precisely than for silica-glass PCF because the viscosity of chalcogenide materials changes quickly
even if the temperature fluctuates by about 20–30 ◦ C. Polarization-maintaining fiber is possible by
introducing two larger holes adjacent to the center core, similarly to the polarization-maintaining PCF
(PM-PCF) based on silica glass, or by introducing other asymmetrical structures. The birefringence of
such fiber can easily reach 1.5 × 10−3 [11].
2.3. PMMA POFs
PMMA is one of the most widely used optical polymers for POFs and has a refractive index of 1.49.
Traditional step-index POFs have a PMMA cladding and a PMMA core with dopants. Nevertheless,
attenuation of PMMA fibers is a few orders of magnitude higher than that of silica-glass fibers.
Commercial PMMA-based POFs are fabricated by the co-extrusion process because it is continuous
and highly autonomous.
PMMA is also the material of choice for fabricating photosensitive single-mode POFs, which
are used for inscription of fiber Bragg gratings in most present studies [31–33]. In contrast to
commercial POFs, almost all single-mode POFs are made by the preform-drawing method in
research laboratories [34,35]. A cladding of PMMA or copolymers of methyl methacrylate and
other acrylate monomers is prepared by radical polymerization. Then the PMMA core doped with
small photosensitive organic molecules is polymerized. Finally, the preform is thermally drawn to
fibers of the desired diameters using a fiber drawing tower. The key to the fabrication process is to
tune the refractive index difference between the fiber core and cladding and to control the diameter of
the fiber core so that the produced fiber supports only single-mode transmission. In addition, PMMA
is used to make micro-structured POFs, which are normally fabricated by drilling holes in a designed
pattern into the preform and then thermal drawing [36], or by stacking PMMA rods/tubes to form a
preform and then thermal drawing [37]. In addition to PMMA, thermoplastic cyclic olefin copolymer
(TOPAS® ) has been used to make micro-structured POFs in the past few years [4,38]. The key feature
of TOPAS is its extremely low water absorption, which makes its fibers humidity-insensitive.
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2.4. Biopolymer Optical Fibers/Waveguides
Some soft biopolymer hydrogels have been widely used in biotechnology because of their
excellent softness and biocompatibility. In the past few years, such soft polymers have been
developed as optical materials. They are made into optical fibers or waveguides for a wide range
of advanced and interesting applications. Those hydrogels includes poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate
(PEGDA) [7,39,40], polyacrylamide (PAM) [41–43], silk protein [44,45], agarose [46,47], poly(lactic acid)
(PLA) [48], alginate [39], and copolymers like poly(acrylamide-co-poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate)
p(AM-co-PEGDA) [49], as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Soft biopolymer-based optical fibers and waveguides.
Type

Materials

Fabrication Method

Application

Reference

Fiber

Core: poly(octamethylene
maleate citrate)
Cladding:
poly(octamethylene citrate)

Cladding tube cured around
a steel mold, core solution
infiltrated into the cladding
and crosslinked

Deep tissue light
delivery, fluorescence
sensing, laser
photomedicine

[50,51]

Fiber

Core: poly(acrylamideco-poly(ethylene glycol)
diacrylate)
Cladding: Ca alginate

Core crosslinked in a tube
mold and ejected. Cladding
by dip-coating in alginate
solution.

Glucose sensing

[49]

Fiber

Core: spider silk protein
No cladding

Core crosslinked in a tube
mold

Deep tissue light
delivery

[45]

Waveguide

Core: carbon dot-doped
PEGDA
No cladding

Photo-crosslinked in mold

Detection of heavy
metal ions

[50]

Waveguide
(splitter)

Core: bovine serum albumin
No cladding

Core film crosslinked, then
splitter fabricated by laser
writing

Optic splitter

[52]

Waveguide

Core: poly(L-lactic acid);
PEGDA; silk protein

Melt-pressing;
photo-crosslinking;
solution-casting

Deep tissue light
delivery

[48]

Fiber

Core:
alginate-polyacrylamide
No cladding

Core photo-crosslinked in a
tube mold; cladding by
dip-coating

Strain sensing

[42]

Fiber

Core: PEGDA
Cladding: Ca2+ alginate

Core photo-crosslinked in a
tube mold; cladding by
dip-coating

Deep tissue light
delivery and sensing

[39]

Waveguide

Core: PEGDA
No cladding

Slab waveguide
photo-crosslinked

Deep tissue light
delivery and
collection

[7]

Waveguide

Core: Agarose
Cladding: Agarose

Cladding substrate solution
casted; Core created by
lithography

Cell encapsulation
and

[46]

Waveguide

Core: silk
No cladding

Direct ink writing

-

[44]

2.5. Elastomer Optical Fibers/Waveguides
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is optically clear and has excellent elastic deformability and
biocompatibility. It has been used for contact lenses among a large number of applications. By taking
advantage of its superior properties, PDMS has been used to fabricate stretchable optical fibers and
waveguides, as listed in Table 2. Other transparent elastomers being used to fabricate stretchable
optical fibers include polyurethane [53] and polystyrene-based polymers [6].
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Table 2. PDMS-based optical fibers and waveguides.
Type

Materials

Fabrication
Method

Application

Reference

Fiber

Core: PU
Cladding: PDMS

Commercial core,
solution-coating
cladding

Fibers attached to
textiles for >100%
strain sensing

[54]

Waveguide

Core: PDMS (ELASTOSIL
M 4601, n: ~1.40)
Cladding: Polyurethane
(VytaFlex 20, n: ~1.46)

Soft lithography

As touch sensor for
the fingertip of a
prosthetic hand

[53]

Waveguide

Core: Silicone (Nusil
Technology LS-6257, n = 1.57)
Cladding: PDMS (Dow
Sylgard®184, n = 1.41)

Cladding made
first and core
prepolymer was
injected (capillary
filling) and cured

n/a

[55]

Fiber

Core: Silicone (Nusil
Technology LS-6941)
No cladding

Drawing of sticky
pre-polymer

n/a

[56]

Fiber

Core: polystyrene-based
polymer (Star Clear, n = 1.52)
Cladding: fluorinated
polymer Daikin T-530
(n = 1.36)

Continuous
coextrusion, fibers
up to several
hundred meters

Sensing strain up
to 300%

[6]

2.6. Multi-Material Multifunctional Fibers
Multi-material multifunctional fibers were pioneered by the research group headed by Prof. Yoel
Fink from MIT [57]. The group has developed highly sophisticated fiber devices and has advanced
fibers to new frontiers. These fibers fulfill not only optical, but also optoelectronic functions because of
their multiple-component fiber structure as well as their great application potential.
Such fibers may be composed of low-melting-temperature metal, inorganic glass, polymer, and
even microelectronic chips and other components. Different materials and components are arranged in
concentric circles to form macroscopic preforms, which are thermally drawn into fibers. In addition,
such fibers can be woven into fabrics to realize multifunctional smart fabrics. The key of selecting
and integrating these materials is to choose components with similar melting or glass transition
temperatures so that they can be co-drawn. The researchers selected chalcogenide glasses as the main
inorganic material, which contain one or more of the chalcogen elements (e.g., sulfur, selenium, and
tellurium). They have glass-transition temperatures between 100 and 400 ◦ C. The polymers include
polyether sulfone (PES), polysulfone (PSu), and polyether imide (PEI). Metals with low melting points,
like Sn, In, Bi, or their alloys, are incorporated into chalcogenide glass to make optoelectrical devices
based on a fiber form.
Fink et al. designed preforms in various configurations by using two or more materials and
fabricated the fibers with desired functions, including hollow photonic bandgap fibers for wave
guidance [58,59], cylindrical optical resonators [60,61], light-sensing fibers [62], self-monitoring
fibers [63], thermal sensing fibers [16], surface-emitting fiber lasers [64], fiber capacitors [15], microfluidic
fibers [14], and diode fibers [65].
2.7. Polyperfluoro-Butenylvinylether (CYTOP® ) POFs
CYTOP, innovated by Asahi Glass Co. (Tokyo, Japan), is an amorphous perfluorinated polymer
and has better transparency and lower losses than PMMA. It is mainly used as the core of graded-index
POFs with low loss. Commercial CYTOP fibers have a loss of approximately 10 dB/km within the
standard communication wavelength band (800–1300 nm).
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Taking advantage of its excellent properties, researchers have also used CYTOP for UV
waveguides [66] and Bragg gratings [67]. FBGs have been successfully written onto commercial
multi-mode graded-index CYTOP fibers [68]. CYTOP has low losses and poor affinity for water,
properties that are superior to PMMA, making FBGs based on CYTOP fibers less influenced by humidity
and hence more appealing for sensing applications.
3. Multifunctional Microstructures in Optical Fibers
Microstructures can be introduced into all kinds of optical fibers made of different materials.
The introduced microstructures modify both the mechanical and optical properties of the fiber, making
it a good platform for multifunctional devices. According to the material type, various techniques are
used to fabricate the microstructures, including drilling [30], extrusion [69], and stacking [70]. Normally,
drilling air holes in a preform is limited by machining precision as well as the length of the drill bit.
The drilling process affects the roughness of the inner surface of the structure, whereas the length of
the drill bit determines the total length of the preform, which eventually affects the fiber length to be
drawn. The extrusion method enables the fabrication of air-hole structures in soft-glass or polymer
materials due to their low melting temperature. Typically, the shape of the microstructure depends
on the extrusion die used. The die is machined precisely according to the designed fiber structure.
In such a way, the fiber can be made with very tiny structures, e.g., subwavelength suspended-core
fiber [71]. Ideally, the extrusion method can accommodate any type of microstructure as long as the
corresponding die can be machined. On the other hand, different materials can be co-extruded to
make core and cladding layers simultaneously [72]. Recently, the anti-resonant MOF has been widely
investigated because of its superior performance in light delivery [73]. When the stacking method is
used, the structure is very limited; for example, it is difficult to obtain good negative curvature structure
with more inner rings [74]. Due to the flexibility of the extrusion die, creating such microstructures is
possible and easy, such as the successful demonstration of a negative-curvature fiber with one ring of
air holes [75]. However, the limitations of the extrusion process are also very prominent. The process
requires a low melting temperature of the constituent material, normally less than 1000 ◦ C.
Another widely used technique to fabricate MOFs is stack-and-draw, which includes preparing
a preform by stacking the desired structures using capillaries and drawing fiber from the stacked
preform. It was initially invented to fabricate PCFs [76], including index-guiding as well as hollow-core
PCFs. The advantage of the stacking method is that it can be used for any kind of material regardless of
melting temperature. Many capillaries are first drawn from a large tube of the required material. Then
those capillaries with identical or different dimensions are used to stack the air-hole structure of the
PCF or of other types of MOFs [77]. Apart from the PCFs with hexagonal air-hole structure that have
been demonstrated, MOFs with suspended core [78], semicircular holes [79], “butterfly” structure [80],
and super-lattice structure [81] have been successfully fabricated using this technique. Because of the
flexibility of the stacking method, almost any kind of microstructure with any material can be made in
this manner. However, when the air-hole structure includes different sizes, the air holes may deform
seriously due to unbalanced pressure during drawing. Generally, this issue exists for all methods of
making special MOFs. Therefore, the drawing conditions, such as drawing temperature, drawing
speed, and tension, must be optimized and controlled carefully to achieve the desired microstructure.
Figure 2 schematically shows the MOF fabrication processes described above. The difference
among these techniques is mainly in the preparation of the preforms. Fibers based on different materials
can be made using various methods.
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(3)

According to Equation (3), the corresponding Bragg wavelength shift caused by a certain
perturbation (e.g., pressure, ∆P) can be obtained theoretically by calculating the effective index and the
pitch change. The value of ∆λB /∆P is the theoretical sensitivity. Using this approach, simulation and
experimental results can be compared [82].
Apart from axial strain measurement, the FBG can be used to detect lateral compression
strain [83]. Model coupling occurs in fiber gratings [84], which can be used to achieve simultaneous
multiple-parameter measurements. Hybrids of FBG with other gratings form a range of superstructured
fiber gratings such as long-period grating and chirped grating. For instance, a pair of FBGs separated
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by a cavity [85] or an FBG with a tapered cavity [86] can be used for simultaneous measurements of
fiber axial strain and temperature. Cladding mode recoupling in a concatenated LPG and FBG [87]
or a step-changed LPG [88] has been used for simultaneous measurement of axial strain, transverse
pressure, and temperature [89].
4.2. Fabrication Techniques
Photosensitivity is necessary to inscribe FBGs on a single fiber. For a silica-glass based fiber,
the core is typically doped with germanium to increase the core index. The coincidence is that this
dopant also introduces photosensitivity to the fiber, thus enabling FBGs to be inscribed on the standard
SMF/MMF. Typically, to obtain strong FBGs, the SMF is loaded in a chamber with hydrogen under
high pressure for some time to enhance its photosensitivity [90]. There are two main approaches to
writing FBGs: one uses interferometry and the other a phase mask [91]. The former method uses
the interference pattern of two laser beams to write the gratings. The grating pitch on the fiber is
related to the interference angle of the two laser beams, which means that the grating pitch can be
tuned easily and freely simply by adjusting the angle. However, this technique requires very precise
optical alignment so that the interference pattern can be printed exactly onto the fiber. Much effort is
needed, especially after adjusting the angle, making mass production of FBGs difficult. In contrast,
the phase-mask technique is more versatile and easier to handle. The grating pattern is also induced
from two interfering laser beams, but the two beams are diffracted from a single phase mask. The fiber
is typically placed just behind the phase mask. In this way, the pitch of the FBG is half the pitch of
the grating on the phase mask. Therefore, one phase mask with a certain pitch determines one FBG.
Advantages are that the fabrication process is simple, stable, and repeatable, which is desirable for
mass production. Nevertheless, to fabricate more FBGs with different pitches requires more phase
masks. Because the phase mask can be used many times, this is still a favorable cost-effective approach
to inscribing FBGs.
The essential requirement for writing FBGs is the laser, which can be a UV laser, a red laser, a
femtosecond laser, a CO2 laser, or another type depending on the constituent materials. UV lasers
have wavelengths of 193 nm [92], 213 nm [93], 248 nm, 266 nm, or 325 nm. Shorter wavelength means
higher energy. For silica glass-based fiber, 193 nm, 213 nm, 248 nm, and 266 nm lasers are used because
the Ge-doped core is photosensitive to such wavelengths and the reflective index can be modulated
by the laser. A 325 nm laser is typically used to inscribe FBGs on polymer optical fiber, especially
PMMA-based POFs. Because polymers are soft and some are photosensitive over a broad UV range,
UV lasers emitting at 193 nm or 248 nm can also be used to make gratings provided that periodic
modulation (e.g., in refractive index or in physical deformation) can be induced [94]. A red laser at
633 nm is good for chalcogenide fibers because this material (e.g., As2 Se3 ) is photosensitive to this
wavelength [29]. When using femtosecond lasers, almost any grating can be fabricated regardless
of material type due to much-reduced thermal effects. In most cases, the femtosecond laser induces
physical damage or deformation to the fiber, forming the grating structure. The wavelength of such
femtosecond lasers is typically at ~800 nm [95] or ~1030–1060 nm [96], but the laser has high energy.
UV femtosecond lasers are also used to write FBGs, e.g., 400 nm [97], which can induce index change
as well because of photosensitivity.
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the FBG inscription setup using a phase mask and a Talbot
interferometer. These two techniques are widely used in research and industry. The lasers in the
setup can be any of those mentioned above, and the fibers can be MOFs, PCFs, POFs, or soft-glass
fibers. Different materials respond differently to the lasers, but the configuration is similar. One
exception is the technique of point-by-point exposure using femtosecond lasers, where the grating
pattern is written by the laser point by point with high precision of laser movement and good control
of the laser spot. Typically, the beam size of the femtosecond laser can be focused to hundreds of
nanometers, enabling it to conduct micromachining, including grating inscription with complex profile
and positioning [98]. For polymer and soft-glass fibers, the femtosecond laser is a good option to
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5. Interferometric Technology
5. Interferometric Technology
Apart from the FBG used to develop the fiber sensors, the interferometer is another commonly
Apart from the FBG used to develop the fiber sensors, the interferometer is another commonly
used structure. Typical models include the Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI), the Mach-Zehnder
used structure. Typical models include the Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI), the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI), and the Sagnac interferometer (SI). All these structures have two separate light
interferometer (MZI), and the Sagnac interferometer (SI). All these structures have two separate light
paths that interfere constructively or destructively depending on the phase difference between them.
paths that interfere constructively or destructively depending on the phase difference between them.
Figure 4 illustrates the schematic configurations of three typical interferometers.
Figure 4 illustrates the schematic configurations of three typical interferometers.
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When the inline interferometers are subjected to perturbations caused by the measurands, e.g.,
temperature, strain, pressure, or vibration, the phase difference changes correspondingly, eventually
resulting in a blue or red shift in the interference spectrum. Normally, when tracking the shift of the
wavelength dip in the interference spectrum, the phase difference at the dip is always equal to 2kπ
(k an integer) [107]. Therefore, the corresponding sensitivity of FPI, MZI, and SI can be deduced as
Equation (7):
np λdL
λ dnp
dλ
=
+
(7)
dX
n g dX
n g LdX
where X represents the measurand to be sensed and np , ng are the phase and group indices of the two
interference beams, corresponding to the propagation constant and the dispersion effect respectively.
In particular, np and ng are the phase and group effective indices of the fundamental mode guided
in the FP cavity. With MZI and SI, the index difference of the two light beams should be accounted
for, i.e., np = neff,1 − neff,2 , ng = neff,1,g − neff,2,g for MZI, np = B, ng = G for SI. For sensing cases where
the fiber length does not change significantly, the second item of Equation (7) can be removed after
ignoring the length effect. Basically, the sensing performance evaluated by Equation (7) is based on the
changes in refractive index and fiber length caused by the photo-elastic effect and the thermo-optic
effect respectively. Using such an approach, interferometric sensors can be developed and evaluated.
6. Sensing Applications
6.1. Pressure Sensing Based on the FBG and Interferometry
There is a great need for sensing in the oil and gas industry because real-time monitoring of oil
pressure and flow rate plays a vital role in controlling production and transport. In addition, this
feedback is important for safety. To develop pressure sensors with different performance levels, the
FBG and interferometric techniques described above are commonly used. Figure 5 provides a schematic
of an optical fiber sensing system application in the oil industry. The multiplexing and long-distance
measurement capabilities of this system make it promising for remote monitoring, especially in the
extreme downhole environment. Taking the oil pressure measurement as an example, the sensitivity
using an FBG written on a conventional SMF is only ~4 pm/MPa [108], which is insufficient for precise
pressure management. It is hard to obtain substantial improvements in sensitivity using only SMF
because mechanical deformation is very limited due to the all-solid structure. In contrast, MOFs can
provide better flexibility to control the stress distribution induced by external pressure. For FBG-based
pressure sensors, the sensitivity can be improved to ~13 pm/MPa by using a six-hole suspended-core
fiber [109]. This is already a substantial improvement compared with the conventional SMF. However,
by introducing larger air holes into the fiber, meaning a higher air-filled fraction, the sensitivity can be
further enhanced to ~44 pm/MPa when using an FBG written on a single-ring suspended fiber [82].
The fiber possesses a large air region in the cross section, and the air-filled fraction can be as high as
65%. This is the highest pressure sensitivity that has been demonstrated for silica FBG-based sensors.
With the introduction of microstructure to the fiber, the performance of pressure sensors can clearly be
much improved. The reason for this is that the microstructure reduces the rigidity of the fiber, causing
larger axial strain to the core. Meanwhile, the refractive index does not change very much because
of the suspended structure. Both factors lead to a larger blue shift of the Bragg wavelength under a
certain pressure. These results are based on silica-glass fibers. Polymer optical fiber is also a good
option for pressure measurement, and higher sensitivity is expected because this material has much
lower Young’s modulus. The demonstrated pressure sensitivity is up to ~200 pm/MPa for a POF Bragg
grating [110].
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Figure 5. Schematic of a fiber optic sensing system for submarine oil exploitation (permission obtained
Figure 5. Schematic of a fiber optic sensing system for submarine oil exploitation (permission obtained
from [111]).
from [111]).

In addition to the FBG-based approach, another type of interferometer is used as well to perform
In addition to the FBG-based approach, another type of interferometer is used as well to perform
pressure measurements. The Sagnac interferometer is a widely used configuration because it uses
pressure measurements. The Sagnac interferometer is a widely used configuration because it uses the
the polarimetric effect, typically depending on the difference between two MOF polarization states.
polarimetric effect, typically depending on the difference between two MOF polarization states. In
In this case, the advantage of MOFs is obvious because of the flexibility of their air-hole arrangement
this case, the advantage of MOFs is obvious because of the flexibility of their air-hole arrangement to
to introduce birefringence. The first pressure measurement demonstrated using SI based on PM-PCF
introduce birefringence. The first pressure measurement demonstrated using SI based on PM-PCF
showed a pressure sensitivity of 3.42 nm/MPa [112]. By detecting the pressure-induced birefringence
showed a pressure sensitivity of 3.42 nm/MPa [112]. By detecting the pressure-induced birefringence
difference of two polarization states in PM-PCF, the sensitivity can be increased to about 1000
difference of two polarization states in PM-PCF, the sensitivity can be increased to about 1000 times
times that based on FBG in SMF. This PM-PCF consists of uniform air holes arranged within a
that based on FBG in SMF. This PM-PCF consists of uniform air holes arranged within a hexagonal
hexagonal structure, and the birefringence is introduced by enlarging two air holes adjacent to the
structure, and the birefringence is introduced by enlarging two air holes adjacent to the core. The
core. The geometrical difference between the two polarization axes is very limited, especially when
geometrical difference between the two polarization axes is very limited, especially when the fiber is
the fiber is subject to external perturbations such as pressure change. Other microstructures are then
subject to external perturbations such as pressure change. Other microstructures are then developed
developed to enhance pressure measurement performance further, for instance, the “butterfly”-type
to enhance pressure measurement performance further, for instance, the “butterfly”-type MOF [80],
MOF [80], the semicircular-hole MOF [79], and the side-hole fiber [113]. Among these special
the semicircular-hole MOF[79], and the side-hole fiber [113]. Among these special microstructures,
microstructures, the highest pressure demonstrated with the SI configuration was based on the
the highest pressure demonstrated with the SI configuration was based on the semicircular-hole MOF,
semicircular-hole MOF, showing a sensitivity up to ~50 nm/MPa and a large dynamic range of
showing a sensitivity up to ~50 nm/MPa and a large dynamic range of 116 dB [79]. Table 3 lists the
116 dB [79]. Table 3 lists the state-of-the-art specialty optical fibers developed for pressure measurement
state-of-the-art specialty optical fibers developed for pressure measurement and their corresponding
and their corresponding performance.
performance.
Low pressure measurement (<40 kPa) is necessary for monitoring human activity and physiological
Low pressure measurement (<40 kPa) is necessary for monitoring human activity and
parameters. As shown in Table 3, the sensitivity of many optical fiber sensors cannot provide satisfactory
physiological parameters. As shown in Table 3, the sensitivity of many optical fiber sensors cannot
results in this region. Structural conversion is an effective method that raises the pressure sensitivity
provide satisfactory results in this region. Structural conversion is an effective method that raises the
using a specific sensor structure where the optical fiber is used as the sensing element. For example, a
pressure sensitivity using a specific sensor structure where the optical fiber is used as the sensing
high sensitivity of 820 pm/kPa was achieved by structure conversion in this low-pressure region [114].
element. For example, a high sensitivity of 820 pm/kPa was achieved by structure conversion in this
low-pressure region [114].
Table 3. Comparison of specialty optical fibers developed for pressure measurement and their
performance.

Type

Sensing principle

Pressure sensitivity

SMF

FBG

High-birefringence
side-hole fiber

FBG

3.1 pm/MPa
-1.93 pm/MPa for
LP01x and -5.37
pm/MPa for LP01y

Reported
year
1993
2003

Reference
[108]
[115]
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Table 3. Comparison of specialty optical fibers developed for pressure measurement and
their performance.
Type

Sensing Principle

Pressure
Sensitivity

Reported
Year

Reference

SMF

FBG

3.1 pm/MPa

1993

[108]

High-birefringence
side-hole fiber

FBG

−1.93 pm/MPa for
LP01 x and −5.37
pm/MPa for LP01 y

2003

[115]

Carbon fiber ribbon-wound
composite cylindrical shell

FBG

452 pm/MPa

2009

[116]

“Grapefruit” MOF

FBG

12.8 pm/MPa

2010

[109]

Micro-structured POF

FBG

130 pm/MPa

2012

[117]

“Butterfly”-type MOF

FBG

33 pm/MPa

2012

[118]

Single-ring suspended fiber

FBG

44 pm/MPa

2019

[82]

POF

FBG

200 pm/MPa

2015

[110]

Few-mode fiber

Mode interferometer

−23.7 pm/MPa

2011

[103]

Index-guiding PCF

Fabry-Perot
interferometer

−5.8 pm/MPa

2011

[100]

Twin-core PCF

Supermode
interferometer

−21 pm/MPa

2012

[119]

PM-PCF

Sagnac interferometer

3.42 nm/MPa

2008

[112]

High-birefringence suspended
core fiber

Sagnac interferometer

2.82 nm/MPa

2014

[78]

Elliptical-core side-hole fiber

Polarimetric (Sagnac
interferometer)

~26 nm/MPa

2016

[120]

Capillary fiber with an
embedded core

Polarimetric (Sagnac
interferometer)

10.4 nm/MPa

2017

[121]

Semicircular-hole MOF

Sagnac interferometer

~50 nm/MPa

2018

[79]

Silicone structured POF sensor

POF FBG

820 pm/kPa

2013

[114]

6.2. Optofluidic Sensing Based on Multifunctional MOFs
Optofluidics is a multidisciplinary field that studies the interaction between microfluidics and
light. Physical contact between the light and the substance is essential. Normally, specially designed
biochips integrated with optical fibers are used, where the fibers function as light waveguides [122].
Based on lab-on-a-chip or lab-in-fiber device technologies, many applications have been demonstrated,
for example, chemical analysis, particle sorting, and bioanalysis, as well as biosensors for detection of
DNA, refractive index, and microfluidic flow rate. A complete review of optofluidics can be found
in [123].
Microfluidic chips are more popularly used to conduct optofluidics because microchannels can
be fabricated easily on a single chip, enabling fluids to pass through. Micro-structured optical fibers
that already have air-hole channels along the fiber length provide another way to conduct optofluidic
measurements Using MOFs, the air holes act as microfluidic channels for the analytes to flow through
while the optical core guides the light [124]. Due to the unique guiding mechanism of the PCF photonic
bandgap, a hollow-core PCF is also possible, meaning that the light propagates in the channel. This
enables liquid to flow in the core, enhancing the light-matter interaction. Using this technology, many
optofluidic devices on MOFs have been demonstrated [125], such as refractive index measurement [124],
photochemical reaction analysis [126], and catalytic microreactors [127]. To enable liquids to flow into
MOF microchannels, multiple approaches can be used, for example, using a femtosecond laser to drill
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side holes [128], connecting a C-shaped fiber [124], and designing a special adapter between SMF and
MOF [126]. Furthermore, soft-glass multimode fiber with high numerical aperture thanks to its high
Photonics 2019, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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6.3. Health Monitoring and Promotion
6.3. Health Monitoring and Promotion
Health monitoring is undoubtedly important, and monitoring is becoming smarter and easier.
Health monitoring is undoubtedly important, and monitoring is becoming smarter and easier.
Typically, health-care monitoring includes vital signs measurements such as heart rate, respiration,
Typically, health-care monitoring includes vital signs measurements such as heart rate, respiration,
blood pressure and sugar, and ballistocardiograph (BCG) readings. Real-time monitoring of these
blood pressure and sugar, and ballistocardiograph (BCG) readings. Real-time monitoring of these
vital signs is very necessary for patients in recovery or under magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
vital signs is very necessary for patients in recovery or under magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Therefore, people have invented smart textiles embedded with optical fiber sensors to enable healthTherefore, people have invented smart textiles embedded with optical fiber sensors to enable health-care
care monitoring [130]. Wearing smart textiles during monitoring is a non-invasive procedure, which
monitoring [130]. Wearing smart textiles during monitoring is a non-invasive procedure, which is
is desirable in many cases. Another aspect of using fiber sensors in textiles is weaving the fibers into
desirable in many cases. Another aspect of using fiber sensors in textiles is weaving the fibers into
braces to monitor the pressure between the brace and the body of a scoliosis patient [131]. During
braces to monitor the pressure between the brace and the body of a scoliosis patient [131]. During
MRI examination, fiber-optic sensors are probably the only choice to monitor respiration and heart
MRI examination, fiber-optic sensors are probably the only choice to monitor respiration and heart
activity because the sensors are immune to electromagnetic interference. For this specific application,
activity because the sensors are immune to electromagnetic interference. For this specific application,
measurement errors for respiration and heart rates within 7% were demonstrated by Dziuda et al.
measurement errors for respiration and heart rates within 7% were demonstrated by Dziuda et al. [132].
[132]. Figure 6 schematically shows the configurations of fiber sensors used in health-care monitoring,
Figure 6 schematically shows the configurations of fiber sensors used in health-care monitoring,
where the sensors are embedded in braces that patients can wear easily. Typically, respiration and
where the sensors are embedded in braces that patients can wear easily. Typically, respiration and
heart rates can be monitored precisely using the brace. Such a brace with sensors also helps to give
heart rates can be monitored precisely using the brace. Such a brace with sensors also helps to give
pressure feedback to doctors when treating scoliosis patients. A detailed pressure distribution and
pressure feedback to doctors when treating scoliosis patients. A detailed pressure distribution and
statistics during recovery can be obtained from a patient wearing a smart brace. An FBG sensor on
statistics during recovery can be obtained from a patient wearing a smart brace. An FBG sensor on the
the wrist could provide better analysis of blood pressure, as demonstrated in [133]. Moreover, as
wrist could provide better analysis of blood pressure, as demonstrated in [133]. Moreover, as shown
shown in Figure 6b, interferometry-based fiber sensors integrated inside a mattress could monitor
in Figure 6b, interferometry-based fiber sensors integrated inside a mattress could monitor health
health condition during sleeping, providing heart and respiration rates as well as the status of lying
condition during sleeping, providing heart and respiration rates as well as the status of lying in bed or
in bed or leaving the bed [134,135]. This information is important for the elderly or for patients with
leaving the bed [134,135]. This information is important for the elderly or for patients with sleep apnea
sleep apnea hypopnea syndrome.
hypopnea syndrome.

Figure 6. Schematic demonstrating health-care monitoring based on optical fiber sensors, where
Figure 6. Schematic demonstrating health-care monitoring based on optical fiber sensors, where (a)
(a) shows sensor devices in a brace and a bracelet to monitor heart condition, blood pressure, and
shows sensor devices in a brace and a bracelet to monitor heart condition, blood pressure, and
respiration, (b) illustrates a smart mattress integrated with optical fiber sensors to monitor health
respiration, (b) illustrates a smart mattress integrated with optical fiber sensors to monitor health
condition during sleeping, e.g., heart and respiration rates and the status of lying in bed or leaving
condition during sleeping, e.g., heart and respiration rates and the status of lying in bed or leaving
the bed.
the bed.

Using a single FBG sensor, Silva et al. have demonstrated a simultaneous cardiac and respiratory
frequency measurement by embedding the sensor in polymeric foil [136]. The quality of the results
was determined by comparing the detection system and a commercial device. Blood pressure can be
measured using FBG sensors, as demonstrated by a group at Shinshu University [133,137,138]. It has
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Using a single FBG sensor, Silva et al. have demonstrated a simultaneous cardiac and respiratory
frequency measurement by embedding the sensor in polymeric foil [136]. The quality of the results
was determined by comparing the detection system and a commercial device. Blood pressure can be
measured using FBG sensors, as demonstrated by a group at Shinshu University [133,137,138]. It has
been shown that systolic and diastolic blood pressure can be characterized by attaching a single FBG
across the wrist [133]. Basically, the slight force induced by pulsing blood flow in the vessel is measured
by the FBG. A partial least-squares regression algorithm was constructed to predict blood pressure
using the pulse wave detected by the FBG. It is very promising that only one silica FBG can monitor
the tiny change caused by the blood pulse wave. Recently, a similar measurement was demonstrated
using POF gratings [139]. An approximately 20-fold improvement in sensitivity was achieved due to
the much lower Young’s modulus of POF compared with silica glass. This provides a better option for
blood pressure measurement. As expected for this particular application, the algorithm and system
would be simpler using POFs. Polymers, including PMDS or other hydrogels, are softer, and therefore
better performance could be obtained by polymer sensor-based physical strain detection.
Fabrics integrated with PMMA multimode fiber loops with a notch were demonstrated to be
good large strain sensors up to 30% strain [140]. They have been used for respiration monitoring [141].
As a cool light source, side-emitting POFs were woven into flexible fabrics as wearable phototherapy
devices [142,143], showing promise for treatment of conditions such as neonatal Jaundice.
Moreover, to benefit from its flexibility and biocompatibility, hydrogel-based optical fiber could
possibly be implanted inside tissue to measure glucose. A demonstration of p(PEDGA) fiber implanted
in porcine tissue has been reported [49]. Promising development of hydrogel optical fiber sensors for
blood glucose is anticipated.
7. Conclusions
This paper has presented a review of multi-material-based specialty optical fibers. In particular,
optical fibers made of silica glass, soft glass, PMMA, biomaterials, hydrogel, PDMS, CYTOP,
chalcogenide multi-materials, metals, and inorganic components have been reviewed. The various
fabrication methods used to make these multifunctional fibers have been summarized, typically
including casting, drilling, extrusion, and stacking. Microstructures providing more functions and
greater flexibility in development of fiber devices have been introduced. The widely used fiber Bragg
grating (FBG) technique is presented in terms of its sensing principle and fabrication. Interferometric
sensing techniques have been summarized as well. When using these approaches, multi-material-based
fibers are a good platform to develop high-performance sensors because more material options are
available. By introducing metals or semiconductors into the fibers, novel photonic devices (e.g., fiber
capacitors or modulators) are possible. Lastly, typical sensing applications based on specialty optical
fibers in the oil and gas industry, optofluidics, and health monitoring have been described. All these
applications benefit from the flexibility of specialty optical fibers in materials and structures. In contrast
to the conventional silica glass fibers typically developed for telecommunication, these multi-material,
micro-structured optical fibers provide more functions, especially in sensing applications.
As for future prospects, soft glass-based fibers could attract increasing attention by combining
different materials with the glass. Chalcogenide and tellurite glasses are good substrates to integrate
other metals or inorganic materials, making them prized in the fabrication of multi-material fibers.
Because even a tiny variation in the components of these materials leads to large changes in fiber
properties, fully characterizing fiber devices is challenging. The other aspect of introducing and
integrating different materials is compatibility, which determines whether the multi-material preform
is drawable. This concern is more urgent when the two materials have significantly different thermal
properties, for example, glass and metals or glass and other inorganic elements. Normally, using the
traditional drawing approach, the fiber material should possess good tactility, and the two materials
should have similar thermal expansion coefficients. Otherwise, cracks or bubbles occur randomly
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along the fiber length, which is not desirable for fiber devices. The proper combination of multiple
materials is a scientific issue, and better fabrication techniques for optical fibers are under investigation.
Apart from the glasses, either silica or soft-glass, polymer materials have unique characteristics
because of their biocompatibility and softness. Many biomedical applications are based on polymer
fibers. When polymer materials are drawn into optical fibers, optical detection techniques can be
used, for example, light absorption, FBGs, and fiber interferometry. The use of PMMA as a main
material to fabricate POFs has been amply demonstrated, and good FBG sensors for physical parameter
measurement as well as for medical monitoring have been developed. Other materials such as
hydrogels and PDMS are more promising in materials incorporation and in biomedical devices, which
could provide a good research direction for designing optical fibers based on polymer materials.
In terms of applications, health monitoring, especially vital signs measurement, is another good
direction for using optical fibers regardless of the materials used. By weaving the optical fiber with
sensors into textiles, real-time monitoring of a patient’s condition is more straightforward and easier to
conduct. A brace is one good platform, but smart clothing integrated with a fiber sensing network
is promising as well. Wearable devices with fiber sensors monitoring vital signs could push the
technology widely into the consumable market, where many people could benefit from it. With the
development of Big Data analysis, more information (e.g., stress level) can be retrieved using large
amounts of sensing data measured by fiber sensors. In such a potential scenario, high-performance fiber
sensors are necessary because the signal for vital signs like blood pressure and pulse is typically very
weak. On the other hand, miniature and portable interrogation devices (e.g., chip size) are desirable
for wearable sensors. All these topics need further investigations on the basis of multifunctional,
multi-material fibers.
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